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Abstract 
We  present  a  version  of ten-dimensional  IIA  supergravity  containing  a  9-form  potential  for 
which the field equations are equivalent to those of the standard, massless, IIA theory for vanishing 
10-form  field strength,  FH.  and  to  those of the  'massive'  IIA theory  for non-vanishing F~0. We 
present a  multi 8-brane  solution of these equations that generalizes the 8-brane of Polchinski and 
Wittcn.  We show that this  solution  is T-dual to a  new multi 7-brane  solution of S l  compactified 
lib supergravity, and that the latter is T-dual to the IIA 6-brane. When combined with the S/(2; Z) 
U-duality of the type-liB superstring, the 7"-duality  between type-ll 7-branes and 8-branes implies 
a quantization of the cosmological constant of type-IIA superstring theory. These results are made 
possible by the construction of a  new massive N  = 2  D  = 9  supergravity theory. We also discuss 
thc  1 l-dimensional interpretation  of these type-ll p-branes. 
PACS:  11.17.+y;  11.30.Pb 
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!.  Introduction 
Recent advances in our understanding of non-perturbative superstring theory have led 
to the establishment of many connections between hitherto unrelated superstring theories. 
Many  of  these  connections  involve  p-brane  solutions of the  respective  supergravity 
theorics  that  couple  to  the  (p  +  l)-form  potentials  in  the  Ramond-Ramond  (RR) 
sector.  Most of these RR p-branes, and all of the IIA ones, are singular as solutions of 
* This paper supersedes The IIA super Eightbrane  I hep-th/95110791. 
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ten-dimensional  (D =  10)  supergravity, so their status  in superstring theory was unclear 
until  recently  (see  Ref.  [1]  for a  recent  review).  It  now  appears  [2]  that  the  RR  p- 
branes  of type-ll  supergravity  theories  have  their place  in  type-ll  superstring  theory  as 
'Dirichlet-branes',  or  'D-branes'  [3].  These  include  the  p-branes  for p  =  0,2,4,6  in 
the  type-IlA case  and  the p-branes  for p  =  1,3,5  in  the  type-liB  case.  However,  they 
also  include  a  type-liB  7-brahe  and  a  type-IIA 8-brane  and  it  is  possible  to  view  the 
D  =  I0 space-time  as  a  type-liB  9-brane  [2].  Note  that since  the dual  of a  p-brahe  in 
D  =  10  is a  (6 -  p)-brane,  only p-branes  with p  <  6  have duals  with p  _> 0  for which 
a  standard  (Minkowski  space)  interpretation  is available i,  so the p-branes  with p  _> 7 
have  implications that are qualitatively different  from those with p  <  6. This difference 
is  also  apparent  in  the p-brahe  solutions  of the  effective  IIA or liB  supergravity  field 
equations.  These solutions generally  involve a  function  that is harmonic on the  (9-  p)- 
space  'transverse'  to  the  (p +  1 )-dimensional  worldvolume of the p-brane.  For p  _< 6 
the  transverse  space  has  dimension  3  or greater  so there  exist  harmonic  functions  that 
are constant  at  infinity,  but  for p  _> 7  the transverse  space  has dimension  2  or less  and 
the asymptotic properties are therefore qualitatively different. Partly for this reason  little 
attention  has been  given  so far to the  (p  >  7)-branes. 
Since  p-branes  couple  naturally  to  (p +  1)-form  potentials,  one  expects  to  find  a 
stable  p-brane  solution  of  a  supergravity  theory  only  if  it  includes  a  (p  +  l)-form 
potential.  From  this  perspective  the  IIB  D  =  10  7-brane  is  the most  straightforward  of 
the  p  _> 7  cases  because  the  pseudo-scalar  field  of liB  supergravity  can  be exchanged 
for its 8-form dual.  Indeed,  a type-liB 7-brane solution has recently been described  [4]; 
it can  be  viewed  as a  dimensional  'oxidation'  of the  'stringy cosmic string'  solution of 
Ref.  [5].  However,  this class  of 7-brane solutions  is specific to the  uncompactified  liB 
supergravity  and  is  therefore  not  expected  to  be  related  by  T-duality  to  other  type-lI 
p-brancs.  Here  we  shall  present  a  new  class  of  multi  7-brane  solutions  of  the  S I- 
compactified  liB  supergravity.  In  the decompactification  limit the  new  solutions  reduce 
to the trivial D  =  10 Minkowski space-time solution. Nevertheless, as we shall see, these 
solutions arc T-dual  to both the 6-brane and the IIA 8-brane solutions of the IIA theory. 
Thc existence  of an  8-brahe  solution  of IIA supergravity  is obscured  by the  absence 
of a  9-fornl  potcntial,  Ag,  in  the  standard  IIA  supergravity  theory.  However,  there  is 
one  in  type-IIA superstring  theory  [2]  and  this  suggests  that  it  should  be  possible  to 
introduce  one  into  the  IIA supergravity  theory.  The  9-form potential  would  have  a  10- 
form field strength  F10. Assuming a  standard  kinetic term of the form Fi20  , the inclusion 
of this  tield  does  not  lead  to any  additional  degrees  of freedom  (per space-time  point) 
and  so is not  immediately  ruled  out  by supersymmetry considerations,  but  it allows the 
introduction  of a  cosmological  constant,  as explained  many  years ago  in  the context  of 
a 4-form field strength in  tbur-dimensional  field theories  [6,7].  As it happens, a  version 
of  type-llA  supergravity  theory  with  a  cosmological  constant  was  constructed  (up  to 
quartic  fermion  terms)  some  time  ago  by  Romans  [8J,  who  called  it  the  'massive' 
IIA  supergravity  theory;  the  complete  construction  via superspace  methods  was  found 
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subsequently  [9].  It has been argued that the existence of the massive IIA supergravity 
is  related  to  the  existence  of the  9-form potential  of type-IIA superstring theory  [2]. 
Here  we  shall  confirm  this  suggestion  by  reformulating the  massive IIA supergravity 
through  the  introduction  of  a  9-form  potential2.  The  new  theory  has  the  advantage 
that  its  solutions  include  those  of both  the  massless and  the  massive  IIA theory.  We 
propose  this  new  IIA supergravity theory  as  the  effective field  theory  of the  type-IIA 
superstring,  allowing  for  the  9-form  potential.  It has  been  suggested  [2,10]  that  the 
expcctation value of the dual  of this  10-form field strength should be interpreted as the 
cosmological constant of the  massive IIA supergravity theory. One result of this paper 
is the determination of the precise relation between these quantities; they are conjugate 
variables in a  sense discussed previously in the D = 4  context  [ 11 ]. 
The  massive  IIA  supergravity  theory  has  the  peculiarity  that  D  =  10  Minkowski 
space-time is not a  solution of the field equations  (and  neither is the product of D  = 4 
Minkowski  space-time  with  a  Calabi-Yau  space).  Various  Kaluza-Kiein  (KK)  type 
solutions  were  found  by  Romans,  but  none  of  them  were  supersymmetric,  i.e.  his 
solutions break all the supersymmetries. A  supersymmetric multi  8-brane configuration 
was  recently  proposed  as  a  solution  of the  Killing spinor condition  in  an  appropriate 
bosonic background  [ 12]. We verify that this is a solution of the field equations of the 
new IIA supergravity theory and we present a generalization of it. The solutions are all 
singular at  the  'centers'  of the  metric,  i.e.  the  8-brane positions,  but  this  is  a  general 
feature of RR p-branes. 
It is  known  that  after compactification on  S 1 the perturbative  type-IIA and  type-liB 
superstrings are equivalent  [3,13],  being related  by a  Z2  T-duality transformation that 
takes the radius  R of the S l  of one superstring theory into a radius  I/R,  in  appropriate 
units, of the other superstring theory. It follows that the same effective N = 2 D  = 9 field 
theory  should  be obtained by dimensional  reduction of either the  IIA or liB  theory  in 
D  =  10, and this is in fact the case  [ 14]. If this Z2 T-duality is valid non-perturbatively 
too,  then  p-brahe solutions of the IIA theory  must correspond to p-brahe solutions of 
the liB theory and vice versa, in the sense that there are solutions of either the IIA or the 
liB  theory that reduce  to the same solution of the S l-compactified theory. In particular 
the double dimensional reduction to D  = 9  of a given IIA 8-brahe should be equivalent 
to the  direct reduction  to  D  = 9  of some liB  7-brane. There is a  potential difficulty in 
verifying this because the relevant D  = 9  theory must be a massive N  = 2  supergravity 
theory. It is  not too difficult to see how to obtain  a  massive N =  2  D  = 9  supergravity 
from the  massive D  =  10 IIA theory  but it is not  so obvious how the resulting theory 
may  also  be obtained  from the  (necessarily  massless)  D  =  10  liB  theory, although it 
must  be possible if T-duality is to be valid non-perturbatively. As we shall  show,  it is 
possible by an  application of a  mechanism  for obtaining a  massive theory  in  a  lower 
dimension  from a  massless  one  in  a  higher  dimension.  This mechanism  is essentially 
that  of Scherk  and  Schwarz  [15]  but  in  our case  supersymmetry is  preserved  by  the 
2 Strictly  speaking we do this only for the bosonic lagrangian, but the method guarantees the existence of a 
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reduction.  This  result allows  us to map 8-brane solutions of the  D  =  10  IIA theory  into 
7-brane solutions  of the lib  theory, and  vice versa. 
These lib  7-brahe and  IIA 8-brane solutions  may be seen as the effective tield  theory 
realization  of the associated  D-branes of the corresponding  type-lI superstring theory.  In 
this  context,  the  S/(2; i~)  symmetry of the  liB  supergravity  is expected  to  be  replaced 
by  an  SI(2;Z)  U-duality  [16],  which  amounts  to  an  identification  of  points  in  the 
spacc  Sl(2, R)/U(  I )  of liB  vacua that differ by the action of S/(2, Z). One  interesting 
consequence  of  this  lib  duality,  when  combined  with  the  T-duality  of  the  7-brane 
and  8-brant,  is a  quantization  of the  cosmological  constant  of the  S ~-compactified  IIA 
superstring  theory 3 
The organization  of this article  is as  tollows.  In Section  2,  we begin  with a  review of 
the massive IIA supergravity, introducing some simplitications.  In Section 3, we construct 
the  new  formulation of the bosonic sector of this theory,  incorporating the 9-form gauge 
ticld  Ag,  in  which  the  cosmological  constant  emerges  as  an  integration  constant.  In 
Section  4,  we  construct  supersymmetric  multi  8-brane  solutions  of  the  massive  IIA 
supergravity  theory,  some of which  are  asymptotically flat.  In  Section  5,  we show  how 
both the massive IIA supergravity and  the  (massless)  liB  supergravity  theories  may be 
dimensionally  reduced  to  yield  a  new  D  =  9  N  =  2  massive  supergravity  theory.  We 
then  use this  to establish  the massive type-ll T-duality rules.  In Section  6,  we construct 
the  most  general  7-brahe  solutions  of the  liB  theory  that  are  both compatible  with  the 
KK  ansatz  and  preserve  halt"  the  supersymmetry.  We  then  show  that  the  massless  T- 
duality  transformations take this solution to the IIA 6-brane while the massive T-duality 
transformations  take  it  to  the  IIA  8-brane  solution.  In  Section  7  we  further  comment 
on  the  relation  to  type-I1A superstring  theory  and  the quantization  of the cosmological 
constant,  and  on  the connection  to  D  =  1 1 'M-theory'. Finally,  in  Appendix  A  we give 
a  simpliticd  tbrmulation  of the supersymmetry transformations of liB  supcrgravity. 
2.  The massive D  =  10 IIA  supergravity 
The  bosonic  field  content  of the  massive  IIA  D  =  10  supergravity  theory  comprises 
(in  our  notation)  the  (Einstein)  metric  g(e),  the  dilaton  or,  a  massive  2-form  tensor 
lield  B'  and  a  3-form potential  C'.  One  introduces  the field  strengths 
G=4dC'  +6m(B')  2,  H=3dB',  (2.1) 
where  it,  is a  mass parameter.  The  lagrangian  for these  fields is  [8] 
£= v/  g(F.) [R{a,)  ~lao.12_ , e-,,  H  2  l  ,,/2  2  -  ~  J  [  -  ~e  [al  -  m2e3"/21B'[2 
- _m2d  "/2] +  [ac'ac'n'  + ,ndC' ( 8') 3 +  0m2(8')5].  (2.2) 
The  notation  for lbrms  being  used  here  is  that  a  q-form  Q  has  components  QM,....,,% 
given  by 
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Q  = QM, .....  M,,dx M'  A...  A dx tG.  (2.3) 
Thus, the  ~edC~dC'B '  term in  (2.2)  is shorthand for 
I ~M, ..... M.~ O  C'  O  C'  B  MI  M2MsM4  M5  M6M'IMg  MgMI0"  (2.4) 
As explained in  Ref.  [8]  the massless  limit is not found by simply setting m = 0  in 
(2.2) because the supersymmetry transformations involve terms containing m -~ . Instead, 
one first  makes the field redefinitions 
B'  = B  +  2dA,  C' = C  -  6AdA.  (2.5) 
m  m 
This redefinition introduces the gauge invariance 
6A  =  -mA,  6B = 2dA,  6C =  12AdA,  (2.6) 
for which the gauge-invariant field strengths are 
F  = 2dA +  roB,  H  = 3dB,  G  = 4dC +  24BdA +  6roB 2.  (2.7) 
Thc bosonic lagrangian of the massive IIA theory is now 
_  I [0o-[2 _  ~e-,'lnl 2 _  ~e"/2lal z  _  e3~'/21F[2  c =  E) 
-/m2eS°/2]  +  ~e[ad ad B  +  6ac B2 aA +  12( aA )2B 3 +  maC B 3 +  ~mB4aA 
+~0m2(B)5],  (2.8) 
and the bosonic lagrangian of the massless  IIA theory can now be found by taking the 
m  ---.  0  limit. 
Thc lagrangian  (2.8)  can be simplified by the further redefinition 
= C  .- 6AB.  (2.9) 
The A-gauge transformation of the new 3-form C  is 
6C  .... 6mAB  (2.10) 
and the gauge-invariant tield strengths, F,  H, and G are now given by 
F  =2dA+mB,  H=3dB,  G=4dC+24AdB+6mB  2.  (2.11) 
At the same  time, to make contact with string theory, it is convenient to introduce the 
string metric 
-,r/2  (E) 
,ff,  MN  =  e  gMN"  (2.12) 
The bosonic lagrangian now takes the simple form 
£= v~-~{e -2" [R+4lao'l 2-  ~IH] z]  -IVl 2-  ~IGI 2-  ½m  2} 
-;-+e[dCdCB  +  mdCB 3 +  ~m2(B) 5]  .  (2.13) II 8  E.  Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996) 113-135 
Observe that  the  final  topological term  is  simply a  type of Chern-Simons  (CS)  term 
associated  with  the  l i-form G2H. Thus,  the  bosonic  action  of the  massive  type-IIA 
supergravity theory can be written as 
1=  d'°xv/Z-g{e -2'T [e +  4lao-I z-  ~[nl 2]  -]FI 2-  ~lal 2  ira'} 
,/  +~  G2H,  (2.14) 
.Mit 
where  ~lJ  is an  I I-manilbld with  boundary A410. Apart from the cosmological con- 
stant, the m-dependent terms in the action can be simply understood as arising from the 
replacement of the  usual  m-independent  field strengths of the massless type-IIA theory 
by  their m-dependent  generalizations  (2.11).  Furthermore,  the  m-dependence of these 
lield strengths is completely fixed by the 'Stueckelberg' gauge transformation 6A = -mA 
of A, as are the remaining A-transformations. The relation of the constant m appearing in 
this  transformation with  the cosmological constant cannot be understood purely  within 
the context ot" the  bosonic lagrangian, but is,  of course, fixed by supersymmetry. 
Observe that the cosmological constant  term in  (2.14)  is now  (in the string metric) 
independent  of the dilaton. This  is  typical of the  RR sector and  is consistent  with  the 
idea that m can be interpreted as the expectation value of the dual of an RR  10-form Iield 
strength. This interpretation would have the additional virtue of restoring the invariance 
under  the  discrete  symmetry  in  which  all  RR  fields  change  sign,  a  symmetry that  is 
broken  by  the  terms  linear  in  m  in  (2.13).  We  shall  now  show  how  to  reformulate 
the massive IIA theory along these lines. As we shall  see, the cosmological constant  is 
simply related to, but not equal  to, the expectation value of the  10-form field strength. 
3.  D  =  10 IIA  supergravity  with 9-form  potential 
We shall  start with the bosonic lagrangian of (2.13).  Expanding in powers of m, the 
associated action  l(m)  is 
I(m)=l(O) + f  dl°x {2mx/~[(dC +6AdB).B 2 -2da. B] + ImedCB3 
! 
-½m2~Z-g[l+2]BI2+61B212]+~m2~BS},  (3.1) 
where  1(0)  is  the  bosonic  action  of the  massless  IIA  supergravity  theory.  We  now 
promote the constant m to a field M(x), at the same time introducing a 9-form potential 
A9  as  a  Lagrange  multiplier for the  constraint dM =  0.  Omitting a  surface  term,  the 
Lagrange multiplier term can be rewritten as 
10edAgM.  (3.2) 
The  A9  field  equation  implies  that  M  =  m,  for  some  constant  m,  so  the  remaining 
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now arbitrary and  that we  now have an additional  field equation from varying M.  This 
additional  equation is 
6I(M) 
--  =  -~Fi0,  (3.3) 
6M(x) 
where I(M)  is the action (3.1)  but with M replacing m, and Fi0 =  10dA9 is the 10-form 
Iield strength of A9. Thus the M  equation simply determines the new field strength FI0. 
Observe  that  the  expectation  value of  (eFi0)  is not  equal  to  the expectation  value of 
V'~M,  as a  matter of principle (although it may equal  it in special backgrounds), but 
is rather the value of the  variable canonically conjugate to it. 
Note that the gauge and supersymmetry transformations of the action I(M)  no longer 
vanish.  However,  the  variations of I(M)  are proportional to dM  and  can  therefore be 
cancelled  by  a  variation  of the  new  9-form  gauge  potential  A9.  This  determines  the 
gauge and  supersymmetry transformations of A9. The supersymmetry variation will not 
be needed  for our purposes, so we omit it. The A-gauge transformation of A9  found in 
this way is 
6(eAg)  = 2 V/-Z-g [A. F  +  (AB)  • G]  -  ~e(2AdCB 2 +  MAB4).  (3.4) 
Wc now have a  new  gauge-invariant bosonic action 
1 (M) +  f  dl°x MeFio.  (3.5) 
The  field  M  can  now be treated as an auxiliary field that can be eliminated via its field 
cquation 
~--gM = K- I ( B ) { e ( Fl o +  ~  dCB 3 ) + 2 ~/Z-~[ ( dC + 6A dB)• B 2 -  2dA . B ] }, 
(3.6) 
where 
K(B)  =  1 +  21B21 +  61B21  z -  lO~_geBS.  (3.7) 
Using this relation in  (3.5)  we arrive at the lagrangian 
/2,,,,,. = £0 +  [x/~K(B)]-' 
×{e(F~0+  ~dCB 3) +2v/~[(dC+6AdB)'B  2 -2dA.B]}  2,  (3.8) 
where Z2~) is the bosonic lagrangian of the massless IIA theory. Note the non-polynomial 
structure of the new  lagrangian  in  the gauge field B. This greatly obscures the A-gauge 
invariance, which  is ensured  by the very complicated A-gauge transformation of Ag. 
Thc  full  IIA supergravity  lagrangian  in  the  new  formulation of course  requires  the 
inclusion  of  the  fermion  terms.  Although  we  have  not  worked  these  out,  it  should 
be  clear  from  the  above  construction  of the  purely  bosonic  sector  that  they  can  be 
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the  existence  of the  full  IIA supergravity  theory  with  9-form  potential  is  guaranteed. 
Presumably,  there  also exists  an  on-shell  superspace  tormulation  of the  lield  equations 
of this new theory, which it would be of interest  to lind.  We leave this problem to futurc 
investigations. 
4.  The  IIA  D  =  10 8-brane 
The appearance  of the 9-form potential  in the above reformulation of the massive IIA 
supergravity  theory  suggests  the  existence  of an  associated  8-bran•  solution.  We  will 
tind  solutions of the equations of motion of (3.8)  of the form 
ds 2 = ./2(~v)  dxUdxVrl~z,, + g2(y) dy2,  o" = o-(v). ,  A9 = Ag(y),  (4.1) 
with all  other lields  vanishing, and where r/  is the Minkowski 9-metric. Such a  solution 
will  have  9-dimensional  Poincar6  invariance and  hence an  interpretation  as an  8-brahe. 
We shall  further require of such a solution that  it preserves  some supersymmetry, so we 
shall  begin  by considering the variation of the gravitino  1-form ¢,  and  the dilatino  ,~  in 
thc presencc of contigurations of the above form. The full  variations of the massive  IIA 
theory  can  be  found  in  Ref.  [8]  in  the  Einstein  frame.  They  depend  on  the  constant 
m.  In the new  thcory, this constant  is replaced  by the function  M  given in  (3.6).  Here, 
however,  we shall  need  the fermion  variations  in  the string frame.  For M  = 0  these  are 
implicit  in  the  superspace  results  of Ref.  [ 17].  For  the  backgrounds  considered  here, 
for  which  all  fermions  vanish  and  x/'-~M  =  eFi0,  the  M  =~  0  string-frame  fermion 
variations  are  most  easily  deduced  from  the  Einstein-frame  results  of Ref.  [8].  The 
result  is 
1  (FMOMoV  +  5  6,4,  = De +  ½Me"re,  6,a -  2,¢/~  ~Me") e.  (4.2) 
For contigurations of the assumed  tbrm, and  further assuming that •  depends  only on 
y,  the equations  6tp = 0  and  8A = 0  become 
1 M/'e °'~  O=g-l• '+gIMe'f',,•,  O= (g-lf'f'r.  +~  j  )e, 
O= (g-',r' +  ~Me'rf'y)•,  (4.3) 
where  the  prime  indicates  differentiation  with  respect  to  y,  and  /~  are  the  constant, 
orthonormal  frame basis,  gamma matrices.  To find non-zero solutions for •  we are now 
forced  to suppose  that  •  has a definite  'chirality' in  the sense  that 
F,e =  me.  (4.4) 
We then  find  that 
g-' f'=  qz¼M.fe"  (4.5) 
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g-'  (e-'r)'=+~M.  (4.6) 
Eliminating  M  from  these  equations  we deduce  that  f  is  proportional  to  e ~/5.  As  we 
arc free to rescale the coordinates x u,  we may choose the constant of proportionality to 
be  unity, without loss of generality. Thus, 
f=  e '~.'5.  (4.7) 
Wc are also  free to choose g(y)  to be any  function that  is non-singular, where  f(y) 
is  non-singular 4 . For example,  the choice g =  f  leads  to a  manifestly conformally tlat 
t'c)rna of the 8-brahe metric. A  solution in this lbrm was given in Ref.  [ 12]. We postpone 
a  discussion  of this  solution  until  we have the general  solution, to be given below. The 
choice ofg that we shall  make here is g = f-I.  In this case, use of the A9 field equation 
M ~ = 0  in  (4.6)  yields 
,9:(e -4''/5)  =0.  (4.8) 
The general  solution  is given in  terms of a  harmonic function  H(y),  the precise  nature 
of which  will  be discussed  shortly, i,e. 
e  4,~,,'5 = H(y).  (4.9) 
This  leads  to the 8-brane configuration 
ds 2 =  H-I/2dx~'dx"rlu~  +  Hl/2dy2,  e -4" = H 5,  M  =  +H'.  (4.10) 
where  the  prime  indicates  differentiation  with  respect  to y.  We  have  verified  that  this 
configuration is a solution of the full set of field equations. The Killing spinor •  is given 
by 
•  =  H-I/8(y)•o,  ['y•o  =  :ke0,  (4.11) 
where  •0  is  a constant spinor. 
It remains to determine the harmonic function H. Consider tirst the massive IIA theory 
tbr which the function M  equals the (non-zero)  constant m  appearing in the lagrangian, 
which  we may choose to be positive. In this case 
H  = +m(y  -  Yo)  (4.12) 
for constant  3'0, where  the  sign depends  on  the choice of 'chirality' of E.  However,  H 
must  be  positive  for  real  o',  so  the  spinor  E must  change chirality  at  y  =  Y0.  This  is 
possible  because  •  blows  up at  3' =  Y0  5.  Thus,  the massive IIA theory has  a  solution 
lbr which 
"~ i.e.  where neither .f nor f-  t  vanish. 
5 Presumably. this is acceptable because the metric is also singular at v =  ~'c ; in any case, we shall see below 
that this  feature is not generic for the general 8-bran• solution of the new IIA supergravity theory. 122  E. Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996) 113-135 
H  = m!y -  Yol.  (4.13) 
Note  that  this is a  continuous function  of y  with a  kink singularity at y  = Yo,  at  which 
the curvature tensor has a  delta function singularity. 
In  the  new  IIA  theory  we  may  suppose  that  M  is  only  locally  constant.  The  form 
of the  function  H  in  this  case  depends on  the  type of point singularity that  we  allow. 
The  above example  suggests  that  we  should require  H  to  be  a  continuous  function  of 
y.  There  are  solutions for which  H  is discontinuous but they have  cS'-type singularities 
of the curvature tensor,  and  we shall  not consider them.  In any  case,  the restriction to 
kink singularities produces physically sensible results, as we shall see.  An example ot" a 
solution with a  single kink singularity of H  is 
H  =  l  -ay  +  b'  3'<0, 
cy +  b,  3' >  0,  (4.14) 
where  a,  b  and  c  are non-negative constants. We adopt this as the basic single 8-brahe 
solution. It can  be  interpreted as a  domain  wall separating regions with different values 
of M.  The  regions y  --,  +~  are at  infinite affine distance.  The  solution therefore has 
two asymptotic regions relative to which an  8-brane charge,  Q+,  may be defined as the 
value of M  as 3' ---' +~.  For the above solution, 
Q,  = c,  Q_  =  a.  (4.15) 
The  constant  b  determines  the  value of or,  and  hence  the  value of the  string coupling 
constant e '~ at the 8-brane core.  In particular, if b = 0, the string coupling constant goes 
to  infinity at  the  core.  Note  that  the  solution  (4.13)  of the  massive  IIA theory  is  the 
special case  for which a  = c  and  b = 0. 
The multi 8-brane generalization of (4.14)  with the same charges is found by allowing 
kink singularities of H  at n+ i  ordered points y = Y0 <  Yl  <  y2 <  •  •  •  <  Yn. The function 
H  is 
-a(y  -  vo)  +  ~i"=1 tzi(yi  -  Yo) +  b,  y  <  vo, 
H  =  ,,"  n  "  (4.16) 
(c  -  ~i=J/zi)  ly -  y01  +  ~i=j/zily  -  yil  +  b,  Y >  Y0, 
where/xi  are positive constants and  a, b, c  are non-negative constants. 
The asymptotically left-flat or right-flat solutions are those for which Q_  = 0 or Q+ = 
0, respectively. The asymptotically flat solutions are those which are both asymptotically 
left-flat and  right-flat.  An  example  of an  asymptotically flat  three  8-brane  solution  is 
given by  H  =/x211Y  -  Y0l-  lY -Yl II + y2 where/x and y  are arbitrary constants. 
If we  now  introduce a  new  variable w(y),  such that 
dw  Hi~2 '  (4.17) 
dy 
then  the above 8-brane solution becomes 
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where  Z(w)  is a  harmonic  function of w, related to H(y)  by 
Z(w)  = H 3/2(y(w)).  (4.19) 
The  8-brahe  solution of Ref.  [ 12]  is of this  form.  For example,  the  single 8-brane of 
that  refcrence corresponds to the special choice of H  in  (4.14)  with b = 0. This can  be 
sccn  t'rom the fact that the conformal factor of the solution of Ref.  [ 12]  blows up at the 
position of the 8-brane, whilc this is true of the above 8-brahe solution only if b = 0. 
It  +thc  above  8-brahe  solutions  are  to  be  considered  as  a  field theory  realization of 
the  Dirichlct 8-brahe of type-llA superstring theory, then one  would expect them  to be 
related by T-duality to both 7-brane and 9-brane solutions of liB supergravity. Consider 
first  the Dirichlet 9-brahe;  its field theory  realization is just  D  =  10  Minkowski space- 
time or, in the context of the S I compactified theory required for T-duality considerations, 
the  product  ot  + S + with  D  =  9  Minkowski  space-time.  This  space-time  can  also  be 
regarded  as  an  8-brahe solution. T-duality requires that  the same  solution results from 
dircct  (as  against  double)  dimensional  reduction  of the  8-brane solution found  above. 
This  i~;  indeed  the  case  because  compatibility with  the  KK  reduction  requires  us  to 
choose thc harmonic function H  to be constant, in which case M  = 0. The dimensionally 
reduced  solution is then  precisely the product of S l  with  D  = 9  Minkowski space-time. 
Thus,  the  IIB  8-brane  can  be  regarded  as  a  T-dual  of  the  liB  9-brahe.  The  more 
diflict,  lt task of determining the liB 7-brane solutions to which the IIA 8-brane solutions 
arc T-dual is what will occupy us for most of the remainder of this paper; it involves the 
construction of a  new massive D  = 9  supergravity, to which  we now turn our attention. 
5.  Massive  D  =  9  N  =  2  supergravity 
The  standard dimensional reduction to  D  = 9  of either the masslcss IIA supergravity 
theory  or  the  lib  supergravity  theory  yields the  massless  N  =  2  D  =  9  supergravity 
theory  [ 141  (see  also  Ref.  [18]).  Here  we  shall  construct  a  massive  N  =  2  D  =  9 
supcrgravity theory.  We shall  do  this  in  two  ways.  The  first  involves the  massive  IIA 
supcrgravity theory. At first sight it might seem that this theory cannot be dimensionally 
rcduccd  to  D  =  9  because  the  product  of  D  =  9  Minkowski  space  with  S I  is  not  a 
solution  of  the  field  equations.  However,  all  we  need  is  a  solution  with  an  abelian 
isomctry  and  the  massive IIA 8-brahe  is such  a  solution. This allows us to  reduce  the 
massive  D  =  10  IIA  theory  to  D  =  9  6.  We  shall  then  show  that  exactly  the  same 
theory can be found by a Scherk-Schwarz dimensional reduction of the liB supergravity 
theory. 
We  bcgin  by  dimensionally reducing  the  massive IIA supergravity theory. Since  we 
ultimately wish  to  make  contact  with  the  liB  theory  via T-duality, it  is convenient  to 
i, An alternative, equivalent, procedure would be to make use of the new A9 formulation of I1A supcrgravity 
to reduce to  D = 9 in the standard way; the resulting D = 9 theory has an 8-form potential which can be 
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use  the  conventions  of Rcf.  [14],  whcre  the  massless  T-duality  rules  are  givcn.  Thus, 
Ihc first  slop is to rewrite the results of Section  2  in  the notation of Ref.  [ 14 ]. The  tield 
content  in  D  =  10  is given by 
.,,'  z  }'  (5.1) 
where  the  fields  (~" and  ~ll)  are  the  RR  sector lields.  We refer to Ref.  [14]  for details 
of the  notation,  but  we  remark  here  that  in  this  section,  only  the metric  signature  is 
'mostly minus" and  that the hats  indicate  D  =  10 variables;  the D  = 9  variables resulting 
from the dimensional  reduction  will  be without  hats•  Our starting point  is the  following 
(string-frame)  action,  obtained by translating  (2.14)  into the conventions of Ref.  [ 14]: 
z,[,,,= ½  dZ°.,,  "~/-~{e-2'~[-~  +41d,~l 2- 
~.,,,  +~lG,,,I  +½m 2  +~  _,,,...  (5.2) 
Apart  from  the  cosmological  term,  all  m-dependent  terms  occur  via  the  field-strength 
tensors of the RR fields.  As explained  in  Section  2, the m-dependent terms within  these 
curvature  tensors  are determined  by the Stueckelberg-type symmetries,  which  now read 
8/~ ~ll  =d'~ (I),  8d ~l~ = -½mCf r~,  80 = -m~(I)B <l~  (5.3) 
The m-dcpcndence  of the corresponding  RR curvatures  is given  by 
#,(,)  =  r,,,---0e~l)  +  mB(l  ),  (~,,, =  G',,,--0 +  ½m(B<l)) 2.  (5•4) 
Thcm  =  0  part  of the curvatures  in  the  conventions  now  being  used  may  be  found  in 
Ref.  [14]• 
The  field content  of the massive  D  = 9  type-II theory  is given by 
{gu,,,Cu~p,B I'~  A (i)  ~b,k,g}  (5.5) 
--lAp  ,  I  ~  , 
The  RR  sector fields are C, B O-~, A ~j)  and  L  The action can  be obtained by straightfor- 
ward dimensional  reduction  of the ten-dimensional  theory  and  is given by 
,  /  dgx v,,~{e-2~[ _R +  4]d~12  ,  ,,)[2  /=  5 
I  -2  ½m2k  -[dlogk[ 2+¼kzlF'2)] 2+ ~k  IF(B)] 2]  + 
/kl  ,~-( I )[2  ~  }  -~k-I[  de_  -  mB] 2 "~  4"1"  m  I  -Jr-  ~k[G,,,[ 2 -  ~"3/"-11/'/'(2),"m  [2 
I  /  G~,F(B) +4G,,,H(t)H (2)  (5.6) 
64  --m  • 
,y 
jk,'l  I(~ 
Thc m-dependent  factors in the curvature tensors are determined  by the tbllowing D  = 9 
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= dA,  8A (l)  =  -~mrl (1)  -  mAA (2),  8B ~t) = drl (t)  -  A(2)dA,  8B 
8B(2~  = A(l)dA  +  mAB {l~  +  ½mrl~t)B.  8C  =  -m'q(I)(B  ~tl  +  A(2)B), 
8[.  = mA.  (5.7) 
Thesc  Stucckelberg  symmetries  lead  to the  following (unique)  modified curvatures  for 
the RR fields: 
FIl),,,  =  ' ,,,=ot:(') +  ~QF(2).,=o  +  m(B<l)  -  A(2)B) , 
G,,,  = G.,---o +  ½m(B(t)) 2 -  mB(L)A(2)B, 
H~,21  =  rt¢2)  •  (]]  _  I~  ",,,=o  -  ~t-t,,,=o  mBB(  (5.8) 
The expressions  for the m = 0  curvatures  may again  be found in Ref.  [ 14]. 
We now turn  to the  (massless)  D  =  10  type-liB theory. Its field content is given by 
r~ ~i~  [,~b,b[+!. ~,  i=  1,2.  (5.9)  {,),a;,, -,a;, •  ~,,,p,r J, 
The  RR sector fields arc/~(2) bl ~1  and [. The action is given by 7 
'liB=  ½./  dl°x  v~{e-2'¢  [-/) +  4[d~bl  2-  117~'1'[2  l 
jV~ I(I 
_  ~1~,2)  _  ~c,)12  _  ~iP(D)I2~, 
I  f  cUp(D)  7~(i)7~(i)  (5.10) 
96 
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The  question  now  is  whether,  alter  dimensional  reduction  to  D  =  9,  the  massless 
D  =  10  typc-lIB theory  can  be  mapped  onto the  massive  D  =  9  type-II theory  found 
abovc. The standard  reduction is given in Ref.  [ 14]  and  leads to the massless  theory in 
ninc dimensions.  Since one cannot add  a cosmological constant to the  D  =  10 type-liB 
theory, we  have  to change something  in the standard  reduction.  Our guiding point will 
be  the  D  = 9  Stueckelberg  symmetries  (5.7).  Once we can  reproduce these,  the action, 
with the exception of the cosmological term,  follows by symmetry. 
Wc observe that from the IIA point of view the Stueckelberg  A-transformation is just 
thc x_-component of thc  D  =  10 Stueckelberg  symmetry. From  the liB  point ol" view  it 
should come  from a  general  coordinate transformation in the x-direction since we know 
that ~-' =  A for m = 0  [ 14]. In order to reproduce the Stueckelberg A-transformations we 
should  therefore  introduce an  extra  x-dependence  in  some of the  fields  of the  D  =  10 
lib  theory.  The  only  D  =  9  fields  that  have  an  m-dependent  A-transformation  are  f 
and  B (2~, AII I. We  lind  that  these  RR fields  can  be given the correct  A-transformation 
providcd we introduce the following additional dependence  linear in x: 
7 Strictly speaking, there is no action for the  D =  10 type-liB theory. However, when properly used. the 
given action leads to a well-defined action in D = 9. For more detail.,; about this point, see e.g. Ref. 119I. 126  E. Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996) 113-1.t5 
=  =  tt(2~  o  aIl)+mx(B~.14,  ol..%.  I l'  [  t  +  mx,  13u,  2"~  -u;  -  °lua,'l  o  .~2)~ 
B(2~  =  _a(I) +  rnxA(u2) 
x#  "-#  (5.11) 
Note that  the x-dependence  in [,  which  was  introduced to reproduce  the correct  D  = 9 
Stueckelberg  A-transtbrmation,  at  the  same  time  leads,  via  the  kinetic  term  of [,  to 
the  desired  cosmological  constant  in  D  =  9?  This  establishes  a  relation  between  the 
cosmological  constant  and  the  Stueckelberg  symmetries.  Note  also  that,  although  the 
liB  RR  fields  ~ and  /j(2)  depend  on x,  all  thc x-dependence  drops  out  in  the  D  =  10 
liB action. This can  be seen  by rewriting the ansatz for/j(2)  in the following equivalent 
torm: 
u;  =  ~i~;,,,,=o  +  mx--t~,,,---o.  (5.12) 
Finally,  we  still  have  to  reproduce  the  correct  7/(n) Stueckelberg  symmetries.  For 
m = 0  this  symmetry is related  to the following type-liB gauge symmetry: 
6B (i'  = dX <i),  (~D =  :4d ^(2)13^(1)  -  ad2;3  ^.<,)/~<2),  (5.13) 
with  .  ;¢(~)  =  r/,u(i). It  turns  out  that  the  following &dependence  in  -;;(2) reproduces  the 
correct r/I~  Stueckelberg  symmetry given in  (5.7): 
~.~2)  (2)  (I)  ,~  =r/u  +mzr/u  .  (5.14) 
This  equation  also  follows from the  requirement  that  the ansatz  tbr /.~(2)  he consistent 
with the m = 0  rule 6B <l) = dr/(n) 
We have therefore recovered by non-trivial dimensional reduction of IIB supergravity 
the  massive  N  =  2  D  = 9  supergravity  found earlier  from reduction of the massive  IIA 
theory.  It  is  of interest  to  see  how  this  nnechanism  is  related  to  the  Scherk-Schwarz 
(SS)  mechanism  [15].  The  essential  ingredient  in  their  method  was  a  global  U(1) 
symmetry  in  the higher dimension.  Let  Q  be the anti-hermitian  generator of this  U( 1 ) 
symmetry and  let  0  denote differentiation  with respect  to the KK coordinate.  Then  the 
SS  mechanism  can  be  summarized  by  the equation  8  =  mQ.  In our case  the  relevant 
U( l )  group acts on t~ (which is periodically identified)  by a shift, so we should require 
i),~ =  m.  The  solution  is  ~ =  g +  rex,  as  above.  The  U(!)  transformation  of the  field 
strength  3-tbrms  ~  must  be  such  that  the  action  (5.6)  is  invariant,  which  determines 
the action  of Q  on these  fields.  Setting a  =  mQ  then yields a dependence of these field 
strengths  on x  that is consistent with the &dependence  (5.12)  of the 2-form potentials. 
Thus,  the  dimensional  reduction  used  above  is  essentially  an  application  of the  SS 
method.  However, the implications are rather different in the present context. For exam- 
pie,  in  the reduction of D  = 4  N  =  I  supergravity to D  = 3 using the global chiral  U( I ) 
symmetry  [ 15], the SS mechanism  generates  masses  for the fermions but no scalar po- 
tential, thereby breaking supersymmetry. In contrast, in our case a cosmological constant 
is also generated and the full supersymmetry of the action is preserved by the reduction. 
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can be redefined  in such a way that they are U( 1)-invariant. The specific redefinition re- 
quired  for this is given in  Appendix A  for the Einstein-frame fields but since the dilaton 
is U( 1 )-invariant this result holds also for the string-frame fields. Alternatively, one can 
note that  in the example given  in Ref.  [ 15]  the chiral  U(1)  acts on the supersymmetry 
parameter  and  this triggers the Higgs mechanism. 
Having  established  that  both  the  D  =  10  massive  type-IIA and  massless  type-liB 
theory map onto the same D  = 9 massive type-lI supergravity theory, it is straightforward 
to determine  the  massive  type-lI T-duality  rules.  We  consider  here  only  the  map  from 
massive IIA to massless liB. The m = 0  rules are given in Ref.  [ 14]. We give here only 
the rules that receive  an  m-dependent correction.  These are the  following: 
=  ,~!l)  +  mx, 
^(2)  3 ^  ^(~)  (1)  ",a  ,6(t)  .,?(l  (,i~(i)  ^  (n)  )  /3,,,,  =  ~C,,~,x -  2A[~/~,,lx_  +  t-g-_~l#°vlxta.£ )/gxj_x +  mx \_u~  +  2g~_l,,/~,l_xg.3~  , 
=  +  + 
6.  The circularly  symmetric  IIB 7-brane 
The  massive  T-duality  rules  derived  in  the  previous  section  are  expected  to  relate 
IIA 8-brane solutions  to liB  7-brane solutions.  Compatibility of the  latter with the  KK 
ansatz  implies  that  the  7-brahe  solution  must  have circular  symmetry  in  the  transverse 
dircctions.  We  therefore  begin  with  a  construction  of the general  liB  7-brane  solution 
of this  type that also preserves half the supersymmetry. 
The most  general  static  circularly  symmetric 7-brahe metric  is 
ds 2  =  .f2(r)d.r.  dY~ +  a2(r) (dx  +  oo(r)dr) 2 +  b2(r)dr 2,  (6.1) 
where  {.~} are  the  coordinates  of  8-dimensional  Minkowski  space-time  (the  7-brane 
worldvolume),  the X-coordinate  is along the U(1)  Killing vector field and  r  is a  radial 
coordinate.  We are free to choose the function  b, and we shall choose it such that b =  a. 
Next,  we change coordinate  from X  to 
.~ = X  +  K(r),  (6.2) 
where  the  function  K is such  that 
dK 
(o =  --.  (6.3) 
dr 
Note that  since  X  was an  angular coordinate,  so also is x. We may choose  the  identifi- 
cation  such  that 
x~x+l.  (6.4) 
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ds 2 = fe(r)  d$.  d$ +  a2(r) [dx__  2 +  dr2].  (6.5) 
To lind supersymmetric  solutions, we assume  that 
/  =  ((r)  +  th.v,  ~, = ~b(r)  (6.6) 
where fi~ is  piecewise  constant,  and  we set  the rest of the fields equal  to zero. 
NexL we substitute this  ansatz  into the  (string  frame)  Killing spinor equations 
~5,~  -  De +  ~ieC°(l'gOgg)l'e  = O, 
-  ¼(I'McgM~+ie'kFMOMDe:O,  (6.7) 
and  assume  that  •  = e(r)  where 
f'~•(r)  =  -kiP~e(r).  (6.8) 
We thereby deduce that 
, 
•  ±  e(~Fne  = 0  (6.9) 
and 
f'  t_- ]e~fm  = 0,  ~' = 0,  a-la ' :F ¼,~e ~ = O, 
~b' +_ e~r~  =0,  (6.10) 
whcrc the prime  indicates differentiation  with respect  to r. 
Using thc last  two equations  in  (6.10),  we have  that 
,),?(e  ~) =0.  (6.1 I) 
Thus  we can  set 
e -'~ =  H(r),  (6.12) 
where  H  is  a  harmonic  function  of r,  of the  type  described  in  Section  4.  The  last  of 
Eqs.  (6.10)  now yields 
fit = ±H',  (6.13) 
while  the  remainder  of Eqs.  (6.10)  yields the  full  7-brane  solution  in  terms  of H  and 
three  constants  of integration,  which  can  be  removed  by rescaling  the coordinates and 
shifting [.  This solution  is 
ds 2 =  H-I/2(r)  dff . dY~ +  HI/'2(r) [dx  2 +  dr2],  e -c° = H(r), 
=  _-kH (r)s.  (6.14) 
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e =  H-I/Be0,  P,-eo =  +iP~eo. 
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(6.15) 
We suggest that this 7-brane solution of IIB supergravity is the field theory realization 
of the Dirichlet 7-brahe of type-IIB superstring theory. As a check on this interpretation 
we  shall  now  verify  that  it  is  T-dual  to the I1A 6-brahe  solution of Ref.  [20].  To this 
end  we  take  {5:} =  (d",u),  where  d"  are  coordinates  for  7-dimensional  Minkowski 
space-time  (the  6-brahe  worldvolume), and  also  take  the ignorable coordinate u  to be 
an  angular  coordinate.  We can  then  apply  (massless)  T-duality rules  of Ref.  [ 14],  in 
the u-direction. This  leads  to the following solution of IIA supergravity: 
ds 2  =  H-I/2(r)  dr.  dr, +  H1/2(r)  [du 2 +  dx 2 +  dr2], 
:~II~  =  ±H'(r)xdu. 
e-:b = H3/4(r), 
(6.16) 
This  is precisely the IIA 6-brane solution in the form given in Ref.  [21 ], except  that  in 
thc general  6-brahe  solution the harmonic  function  H  depends on all  three  'transverse' 
variables  (u, x, r).  Thus, this is the form of the 6-brane compatible with a KK reduction 
to  D  =  8.  This  is  an  encouraging sign  that  the 7-brahe will  also  be T-dual  to a  IIA 8- 
brane  solution, since one expects  the 6-brahe and  8-brahe to be equivalent on reduction 
to D  = 8. 
In  order  to  show  that  this  is  indeed  the case  we  need  to establish  the  T-duality  of 
the 7-brahe to the 8-brane.  We shall  now show that the massive T-duality rules that we 
have  given  in  Section  5  relate  the  IIA 8-brane  of Section  4  to  the  liB  7-brane  given 
in  (6.14).  Although the  general  massive  typc-lI T-duality  rules  are  complicated,  they 
become  very simple  for the special  solutions considered here.  Since 
~,,,~  =  6" =/~l~  =/ill)  =  0,  (6.17) 
for our solutions, the massive  type-ll T-duality rules  are 
),,,  =  ~;,,  ?,.,_ =  1/~ .....  :  =  rex.  ,~ =  d,  -  ~log(-~.,_,).  (6.18) 
To show  that  under  the massive  T-duality rules  the  IIA eight brahe  solution  of Sec- 
tion 4  is T-dual to the IIB 7-brahe solution, (6.14), we first make the change of notation 
{x  u} =  (,Lx)  and  v = r.  We then wrap the 8-brane in a compactifying direction, which 
we can  choose to be x. The  8-brane solution is then  as  follows: 
ds 2  = H-~/2(r)dY,  • dY,  +  H-J/2(r)dx  2 +  Hl/2(r)dr 2, 
M  =  ±H'(r), 
e -4,, =  HS(r), 
(6.19) 
It  is  now  straightforward  to  show  that  the  T-duality  rules,  (6.18),  applied  to  the  x- 
direction,  take  the IIA 8-brane solution to the IIB 7-brane solution. The equivalence of 
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7.  Super'strings  and  supermembranes 
The  metric  and  dilaton  (o-)  of the  RR  p-brane  solutions  of  D  =  I0  IIA  or  lib 
supergravity were shown  in Ref.  [21 ],  for p  _< 6,  to be expressible  in the form 
ds 2 = H-l/2d2sp+1  +  HI/2dy • dy,  e a'T = H 3-t',  (7.1) 
where  d2sp_l  is  the Minkowski  (p +  1 )-metric,  dy. dy is  the Euclidean  metric on  the 
'transverse'  space  R 9-/',  and  H  is  a  harmonic  function on this  space,  apart  from point 
singularities.  Here  we  have  found new  liB  7-brane  solutions  that  are  also of this  form 
and  wc have  shown  that  they are  related  by T-duality both to the  IIA KK 6-brane and 
to thc IIA 8-brahe, of which we have also given the general  solution preserving half the 
supcrsymmetry. This 8-brane solution can also be put in the above form. One advantage 
of this  form  of the  solutions  is  that  the  T-duality  between  the  RR  p-branes  and  the 
RR  (p +  I )-branes,  after compactification  on  S l,  is  an  ahnost  immediate  consequcnce 
of the  T-duality  rules  of Ref.  ll4],  at  least  tbr p  <  6.  The  relationship  between  the 
7-branc  and  thc  8-brahe  solutions is  more subtle,  as  we have  seen,  because  it  involves 
thc comparison  in  D  = 9  via a  previously unknown massive  N  = 2  D  = 9  supergravity 
theory. 
So  far, the context of our discussion  has  been  that  of supergravity  rather  than  super- 
string  theory.  A  new  feature  of the  IIB  superstring  theory  is  its  conjectured  S1(2; Z) 
U-duality  which  requires,  in  particular,  that  the  pseudoscalar  g~ be  periodically  identi- 
lied,  i.e.  that  it  takes  values  in  S I.  Without  loss of generality  we can  suppose  that  the 
identitication  is such that 
i~  i+  i.  (7.2) 
Returning now to the ansatz  (6.6),  we note that since x ~  x+  1, the consistency of this 
ansatz  requires  tT~ to be an  integer.  Of course,  since 7n is  not dimensionless,  this  result 
holds  only  for a  particular  choice of units.  Such  a  choice  is  implicit  in  the  choice  of 
periodicity of _x. If the period is chosen to be Re,  which can be interpreted  as the radius 
of the  compact  dimension,  one  tinds  that  the  unit  of quanlizalion  of Fn is  l/Rn.  That 
is s , 
n 
~h  =  --  (7.3) 
Rt~ 
for  integer  n.  Recall  now  that  the  equivalence  of the  7-brane  with  the  8-brane  under 
T-duality requires that m = 7n. This means, assuming liB U-duality, that the IIA 8-brane 
solution can  be mapped  to a  liB  7-brane solution by T-duality only if the cosmological 
constant  m  of the  massive  IIA theory  is  quantized  as  above,  i.e.  each  time one passes 
x Note  added  in  proof:  we  have  implicitly  assumed that  the  liB  string coupling  constant /,/8  is  unity.  As 
recently  shown  1281  the  right  hand  side  should  be  replaced  by  n/g+jRa  when  gR  +;  I:  the  T-duality 
tran~,formation between S,'+ and  the  IIA string coupling constant £a  then leads to a  quantization condition of 
tilt:  Ibm+ m  ~  n/'(gA x/~)  in  which the IIA mass parameter is expressed entirely  in  llA terms. E.  Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996)  113-135  131 
through  a  IIA 8-brane  the cosmological constant  must jump  by an  integer  multiple  of 
basic  unit  I/RB. 
The  single  8-brane  solution  should  be  related  to  the  Dirichlet  8-brane of Ref.  [2]. 
This  is  a  string  background  in  which  open  string  states  arise  with  fixed  (Dirichlet) 
boundary conditions that  are  imposed  in  one space-like  dimension at  one or both ends 
of the  string.  These  conditions restrict at  least  one of the end-points of open strings to 
lie in the nine-dimensional  worldvolume of an 8-brane. The 8-brane couples to a 9-form 
gauge  field  with  a  10-form  field  strength  Fi0.  If the  new  IIA supergravity  constructed 
here  is  indeed  the  effective  field  theory  of the  IIA superstring  in  the  presence  of this 
10-form  tield  strength,  then  it  should  be  possible  to  recover  the  lagrangian  (3.8)  by 
string  theory  considerations.  Neglecting  terms  of order  B 2,  which  in  any  case  follow 
from gauge invariance,  the only term  in  (3.8)  that  is linear in  F10 is proportional to 
(eFio)dA. B.  (7.4) 
This  is  the  crucial  term  that  has  to  be  reproduced  in  string  theory.  There  is  a  vertex 
operator  in  the  RR  sector of the  type-llA theory  that  couples a  10-form  field  strength 
to the  worldsheet.  This  vertex  operator has  the  form FiorSS, where  S  is  the  space-time 
spinor  worldsheet  field  of the  space-time  supersymmetric  worldsheet  action.  There  are 
non-trivial  tree  diagrams  that  mix  F10  with  fields  from  the  RR  and  NSNS  sectors, 
producing a  term of the form (7.4),  as required.  The requirements  of gauge invariance 
•  su,,,,e==  s,'~ that a more systematic consideration of string theory in the presence of D-branes 
would produce the full effective lagrangian  (3.8). 
Since all  the p-brahe solutions of D  =  10 IIA supergravity for p  <  8 can be viewed as 
arising from some  I I-dimensional supennembrane  theory, or 'M-theory' [ 22,21,23-25 ], 
it would be surprising if the 8-brane did not also have an  I l-dimensional  interpretatign. 
The obvious possibility is  that thc  D  =  10  8-brane is  the double dimensional  reduction 
of a  D  =  I I supersymmetric 9-brahe.  Such an object would be expected  (see Ref.  [ 11 ) 
to carry a 9-form  'charge' appearing  in the D  =  11  supertranslation  algebra as a central 
charge.  This  is possible because  the 2-form charge normally associated  with the D  =  I I 
supermembrane  is  algebraically  equivalent  to  a  9-form.  It  is  not  easy  to  see  how  to 
implement  this  idea,  however,  since  there  is  no  'massive'  D  =  Ii  supergravity  theory. 
One possibility is suggested by the recent interpretation  [25] of the heterotic string as an 
S 1/Z2 compactilied M-theory. Since the compactification breaks half the supersymmetry 
and  thc compactifying space  is  actually the closed  interval,  the two D  =  10 space-time 
boundaries  might be viewed as the worldvolumes of two D  =  11  9-branes. 
l,css ambitiously, one could try to relate the massive IIA supergravity theory to D  =  1 I 
supergravity  via some  lower dimension,  in  the same  way that the  lib  theory  is  related 
to it  via reduction to D  = 9.  In fact, this can  be done by compactification to D  =  8. To 
see  this  we  first observe  that  there  is  clearly  a  new  massive  N  =  2  D  =  8  supergravity 
theory obtainable either from the massive  N  = 2  D  = 9  theory  (by the same procedure 
used  to obtain  the  latter  from the massive  IIA theory  in D  =  10)  or from the massless 
N  = 2  D  = 9  theory by Scherk-Schwarz dimensional  reduction  (using the global  U( ! ) 
symmetry inherited  from the D  =  10 liB  theory). Thus, solutions of this massive N  = 2 132  E. Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996) 113-135 
D  =  8 supergravity theory should bc liftable to D  = 9  as solutions of either the massless 
or the  massive  N  =  2  D  =  9  supergravity theory.  However,  solutions of thc  latter arc 
also solutions of the massive D  =  10  IIA theory, while solutions of the tbrmer are also 
solutions of D  =  I I  supcrgravity. 
In  light of this we may now ask to what solution of D  =  11  supergravity does the 8- 
branc solution of the massive IIA theory correspond? According to the above procedure 
we  should  first  double  dimensionally reduce  the  8-brahe  to  D  =  8,  where  it  can  be 
intcrprcted  as  a  6-brane.  This  6-brane  solution can  of course  be  lifted to  D  =  9  as  a 
7-brahe  solution of the  massive  N  =  2  D  =  9  supergravity theory,  but  we  expect  that 
it  can  also  be  lifted  to  D  =  9  as  a  6-brane  solution  of  the  massless  N  =  2  D  =  9 
thcory  which  can  then  be  lifted  to  D  =  10  as  the  6-brane  solution  of  the  massless 
IlA  theory 9 .  As  shown  in  Ref.  [21],  this  6-brane  solution  is  a  non-singular solution 
of  D  =  I1  supergravity  analogous  to  the  D  =  5  KK  monopole.  Thus  the  M-theory 
interpretation of the massive IIA 8-brane would appear to be as the KK 6-brane, at least 
on  compactification from  D  =  11  to  D  =  8. 
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Appendix A.  An SL(2, R)-formulation of D  = 10 type-liB supergravity 
In  Scction  5  we  used  the supersymmetry transformations of type-liB supergravity in 
ten  dimensions in  a  rather simple form.  In  this appendix we present the relation of our 
formulation to that  given  in  Ref.  [26].  Since we make  no  reference to  D  =  9  ficlds in 
this section, we shall drop the hats on  the D  =  10 fields. 
Thc  scalars of lib supergravity parametrize the SU( 1,1 )/U( 1 )  coset.  They  form  an 
SU( I, I )  doublet, and under the local U( 1 )  they transtbrm, with weight -  1, as tollows: 
&:, = cxp( -iA)fb,~.  (A. 1 ) 
Hcre  cr =  1,2  and  ~b,~ satisfies I~b~[  2 -  1~212 =  1.  The complex  fermions 4'u  and  a  have 
U(I)  wcights  -1/2  and  -3/2  respectively. 
'~ It  can also be considered as a  7-brane solution of the St-compactified lib  theory. E. Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996) 113-135  133 
Thc first  step,  also worked out  in Ref.  126],  is to fix a  U(1)  gauge by choosing ~i 
real: 
1 
d>l  =  (~bi)*  -  ~b2 -  (A.2) 
This  gauge  choice  is  not  invariant  under  SU(I, 1)  or  supersymmetry,  which  requires 
redelinition of these symmetries with compensating U( ! )  transformations. The complex 
tield  q~ can  be written  as 
I + iT"(x) 
<l~(.r) -  r(x)  ~  g(x) + ie -¢(x)  (A.3) 
1  -  it(x)' 
The SL(2, IK)  transformations of r  are now given by 
c+dr 
r  ~  -  ad  -  bc  =  1.  (A.4) 
a+br' 
In Refs.  [ 14,27]  an action for the bosonic part of IIB supergravity was given in terms 
of the  real  scalars  ~ and  ~p,  where  ~,  was  identified  as  the  dilaton.  Even  though  this 
bosonic action  is simple,  supersymmetry still  is quite complicated if no further redefini- 
tions  are  made.  In  particular,  the  variation  of the  gravitino still  contains  the composite 
U( I )-gauge  field  Qu,  which  is  a  complicated  function of 7-.  Also,  the  transformation 
rule of A is nonlinear. 
The  following redefinitions of the type-IIB fermions simplifies  matters considerably: 
'bu  = exp (-½iO(x))~/%,  ,~ = exp (-½iO(x))e, 
,4  = exp ( -  ~_iO(x) )A, 
where  the function O(x)  is  defined  by 
1  -  ir 
exp(-2iO(x))  -  i  +i~.~. 
The SL(2, I~)  transformations of 0, g-, ]  are as  follows: 
•  .\"4/4  (0_~b7..~1/4  ~,  fa  +  oT  ~  ~ 
=tTi~r)  A,  g'=\a+br)  e' 
fa+bv*N  i/4 _ 
+ 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
Notc that  the  redefined  fermions are  invariant  under  the  abelian  subgroup of S/(2;]K), 
defined  by setting a  = d  =  1, b = 0. This subgroup, which acts on ~" as 1" = 1" +  c, is  the 
group used  for SS dimensional  reduction in Section 5. 
The  redefinition  (A.5)  leads  to the  following simplified,  Einstein  frame,  supersym- 
metry transformations  (now omitting the tildes): 
?Jeu  =  i  --.a-  "  ~x  ~  +  h.c., 134  E. Bergshoeff et al./Nuclear Physics B 470 (1996) 113-135 
8~  u  = D~ze +  l iee~Oug  I  • .(5)  .  -  i-~tI  I  ueF(5) 
'  (r.r  (3) + 2r'3'ru)  e*e ~/2 (1-1("-  t I-I (2'  -ie-~H  (2') 
16  "  (3)  " 
,-  ,-,(it  on(j)  lAura I,  = igFlu,,aOp I +  h.c.  -  oedt~l~,,,ot~ap I , 
6B(u]  )  =li  (e-¢/2  +  ige~/2)  ('-*Flu~'l  -  ~Fu~k)  +  h.c., 
6R '2,  = ~ie ¢/2 (@*Flug,~ I -  ½~l'u~,A) +  h.c.,  --/..t v 
6.4  = 1 f'~e*  (cguq~ +  ie¢Oug)  +  11"(3)ee¢/2 (H 'I)  -eH  '2)  -  ie-¢H(2)] 
/(37 ' 
6('  =  ie-¢$h * +  h.c., 
6¢  =  ~/~* +  h.c.  (A.8) 
The  covariant  derivative  De  in  the  variation  of the  gravitino contains  only  the  gauge 
lield  of local  Lorentz  transformations  but  no  composite  U(I)  gauge  field  Q~,.  Due  to 
the  redefinitions  of the  fermions,  the  only  remnant  of Qu  is  a  single  eCag  term.  The 
3-forms  H (i),  i =  1,2  are  the field  strengths  of the 2-form  gauge  fields B °).  The  field 
strength  F(.s)  satisfies  a  self-duality condition, and  is given by 
6e  B (()  H (j)  t~,,ap,r  =-- O i#Auap,rl  --  ij  I~  ao,,l"  (A.9) 
Thc  above  transformation  rules  should  still  be  completed  with  terms  bi[inear  in  the 
fermion lields.  In principle these can  be constructed  from the results of Ref.  [26],  using 
the  rcdetinitions  given above. 
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